BIG NEWS

Welcome to Anne Hamacher-Brady, PhD!

Anne Hamacher-Brady joined the department earlier this month as an Assistant Professor and specializes in the field of autophagy.

ALUMNI FEATURE

In Profile: Jillian Fontes, PhD '15

Jillian’s research in the field of autoimmunity while at the Bloomberg School of Public Health led her to her current work with GlaxoSmithKline’s Future Leaders R&D program.

BIG EVENT

JHSPH World Malaria Day 2016

On April 25, the Johns Hopkins Malaria Research Institute hosted a World Malaria Day Symposium. More than 220 participated, and for those who couldn’t attend, we now have video of each session!

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

In Profile: Heather Goodman, ScM '12

Heather reflects on her time in the department and her current research at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies.

CENTENNIAL

MMI Centennial Celebration

The Johns Hopkins School of Public Health is celebrating its Centennial throughout 2016. To commemorate the occasion, MMI had a series of events throughout April.
Making a contribution to the Bloomberg School means making a contribution to the global defense of human life. Join us today with your gift.
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